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Locating Video Files in the EW database: 
 

� To use videos in the EW database (i.e., Starter Videos or Greet Songs in 11:00 a.m. 
service), click the Media resource tab.  In the search field, type the name of the 
video.  If it appears in the resource area, drag it to the schedule area.   

 
 
To Import New Videos Into EasyWorship: 
 

� If the video is not in the EW database and must be imported, 
click the gear icon in the resource area to import a new video file.   

� Click “Import New Video File” and select the video from the 
appropriate location on the desktop (i.e., Service Media folder) or other location. 
Click open. 



 
 

� When the video file fully loads in the resource area, drag it to the correct location 
in the EW schedule.   

� Test the video (Go Live to test it) to ensure that it works as expected.  Coordinate 
with the Sound Tech to ensure sound is turned on at the appropriate time.  

� If the video does not work in EW, place the video file in the center of the 
computer desktop for ease of access.  Open the video file (but do not start the 
video).  Drag the video window to the auxiliary projection screen (drag to far right 
and up to the top of the screen).  When the video fully fills the auxiliary desktop 
window, click to minimize it. At the designated time for the video, black the EW 
screen and minimize the EW window.  In the taskbar, select the video to maximize 
it.   Upon completion of the video, the sound tech should turn off the video 
sound.  Extend the mouse all the way to the right to the auxiliary screen and click 
to exit or minimize the video window.  Return to the desktop (go left with the 
mouse), maximize the EW window, select the correct slide and “unblack” the 
screen.   

� Tip:  Always coordinate with the sound tech to ensure sound is turned on/off at 
the appropriate time.  Test the alternate option prior to the service start time. 
 

 


